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Finding Your Creativity 
 

Most of us were creative as children – colouring in, paper crafts, painting, playing make-believe, we 
were creative even if we weren’t particularly good at it. As we enter adulthood, and new responsibilities 
and commitments start to fill our time, we often lose our creativity. Which is shame, because being 
creative has some surprising health benefits. 

 
 
 
Research has shown that people who engage in a creative 
task, such as painting, show greater decreases in anxiety than 
people who do another type of task, such as a puzzle. It has 
also been found that producing art can lead to psychological 
resilience. Creating something is very gratifying and can 
improve your sense of accomplishment, and therefore, 
satisfaction. There is also a mindfulness to creativity, when 
you are engaged in a creative task, you are being present and 
giving your thinking mind a break. Creativity is so beneficial, 
that is frequently used in therapy situations. 

 
 
Why is being creative so beneficial? 
 

• It allows us to express and process emotions  
Being creative is a way of expressing yourself and how you feel. It can help you to clarify your 
thoughts and increase self-awareness. These benefits contribute to a sense of satisfaction. 

• Creating feels good  
Being creative if intrinsically rewarding, which means it is a task that is personally satisfying. 
Because we are often creative purely for the joy of it, and not for any monetary gain, there is 
little to no pressure associated with our creative output, meaning we feel good for making 
something, whatever it is. 

• It helps us focus on the moment 
Working on an activity that is intrinsically rewarding, such as creating art, can produce what is 
called a state of flow. This is characterized by being completely immersed in the task at hand, 
losing sense of time. A state of flow is a deep mindfulness that can be psychologically enriching.  

 
Choosing your creative outlet is important. If you take on something that is too difficult, you may 
experience more anxiety, rather than less. Colouring in, figurine painting or model-building are great 
places to start. A Google search will return hundreds of other creative ideas. So, pick something, have 
a go, and get into that state of flow. 
 
 
For more information on this topic, contact Working Life on 1300 369 072 or at mail@working-life.net 
  

 
 


